measures taken at Moncalieri, by P. Denza, will m ost probably appear shortly in the publications of th a t Observatory.
In conclusion I will subjoin in a single table th e m ean results for all the elem ents of terrestrial m agnetism a t the different stations.
•» The developments w hich I have recently given to Professor Cayley's second m ethod of dealing w ith invariants (the first m ethod being th a t which has been exclusively used by Professor G ordan), has led me through the theory of the Canonical G enerating F raction to the following results, showing th a t the degree and order of the funda m ental invariants and covariants to a quantic or system of quantics are subject to algebraical lim its of a very simple kind, and I th in k it rig h t th a t these results should not be w ithheld from the knowlege of those who are pursuing another and, as it seems to me, m uch more arduous and less prom ising direction of inquiry into the same subject.
By order I m ean the dimensions of a derived form in the coeffi cients of its prim itive (Clebsch and G ordan's grad'), and by degree the dimensions in the variables (Clebsch and Gordan's F irst as to degree. If there be a system of n, n n" . . odd degreed quantics and v, v , . . &c., even ones, then (w ith the exception of the case when the system reduces to a single linear function or a single quadratic) the degree of Prof. Sylvester on B inary .
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any irreducible covariant to the system has for a superior limit oyyy-)-2 -Thus, ex. gr., where there is but one quantic, the lim it is ~~3 or 2 4 --, according as the degree is n odd or v even.
Secondly, as to order. As the expressions become somewhat complicated when there are several quantics, I shall confine myself to a statem ent applicable to a single quantic, distinguishing between the three cases when n (its degree) is evenly, even, oddly even, and odd.
A. W hen n contains 4, the superior limits for the order of the inva riants and. co variants respectively are for the form er ( W + 1 ) ( 2 and for the latter (^ + 2) Q -3 ) 2
B. W hen n is even, b ut not divisible by 4, and is greater than 2, the limits for the two species are 3r<2~~6w~~12 and (w + 2) (3^- 8) 4 4 respectively.
G. W hen n is any odd num ber greater than 3, the order of the invariants has for its limit | (n + 1) ( n -8 ) , and when it is any odd num ber greater than unity, the order of the co variants has for its limit 2 F urth er investigations will, I have good reason to believe, lead to considerably lower limits than those given for cases B and G Although morally certain the three formula! B, G cannot be con sidered at present apodictically established, the formula respecting t he limit to degree may, I believe, be regarded as adm itting of a com p ete demonstration. There exists, however, a superior limit to the orders of the fundamental invariants or covariants, which mav be regarded as subject to direct demonstration even in ^r present state a ld , "y gel f thiS W h eY iS e ;e" iS for invariants, l i t 1 2»> Z T f ; " d W hei1 » is <>«, the corresponding -r V t r 2 ~3 j f°r ln v an an tsJ and 2 Y -2 % -5 for covariants
Id otlT TZ A 0 T Wha*eVer °f * h e formula, B and C as they stand, and next to none of the validity of formula
